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Dear Sponsor:

In the 21st Century, technology is an ever more integrated and essential part of our world. Nowhere is this truer
than in entertainment and education, which are rapidly becoming intertwined as our culture continues to
embrace technological advances as a vital component of everyday life. That fusion of the present and the future
of learning and excitement is at the core of the electrifying “cyber-sport” of robotic combat.

What is robotic combat?

It is a sport pitting radio-controlled robots against one another in battles often leading to the spectacular destruction
of the losing ‘bot by the winner. Television programs such as BattleBots, Robot Wars, Robotica, and pay-per-view
events have featured these fascinating, fast-paced events since the 1990s and have reached huge audiences. Robot
“warriors” use many methods to defeat their opponents, including fire, pneumatic hammers, saws, drills, ramming,
heavy spinning blades, launching their foes into the air sometimes as high as 8–10 feet, and crushing mechanical
jaws. Robotic combat is truly an “ultimate fighting” contest between not only the robots themselves, but the teams
of engineers and creators who build these complex machines.

However, robotics is not merely the domain of geeks and computer junkies. Extreme contests such as the mixed
martial arts in the Ultimate Fighting Championships, part of the ultra-popular “reality” entertainment trend, are
drawing huge crowds and massive viewership. Robotic combat is the technological equivalent to those endeavors,
but is open to almost everyone, not just world-class athletes.

Every year, tens of thousands of spectators gather at events around the world to watch thousands of competitors,
from grade-school students to elite engineers, face off for glory, prizes, and sheer enjoyment. These contests are
covered in all types of major media outlets—NBC, CNN, The New York Times, USA Today, The Discovery Channel,
and ESPN have all reported on robotics competitions, reaching an audience of millions on every continent.

Robotics events, from the educational to the spectacularly extreme, are a “sport” of the future. Like the sparkspitting, metal-crunching ‘bots that make it so exciting to watch, its popularity is almost unstoppable.

In 2007, the Chicago Robotic Combat Association is bringing this fast-paced, action-packed spectacle to a whole,
new audience in the Chicago area and the Midwest. The CRCA plans to become not only the first major robotic
combat organization in Chicago, but also intends to develop one of the foremost events of its kind in the country.
The CRCA’s Mecha-Mayhem 2007 will be the first of an annually recurring extravaganza of robot builders,
electronics enthusiasts, and mainstream audiences enjoying the exciting pastime of competitive robotics.

That is where you, our sponsors, can support this growing phenomenon. By providing the resources needed for our
events to prosper, you benefit not only our “athletes” and their teams, but your own business, as well. Sponsoring the
CRCA’s Mecha-Mayhem 2007 will mean countless thousands of consumers will see and associate the excitement
of robotic combat with your company. These audiences are influential and affluent, with considerable disposable
income to indulge their love of entertainment and personal enjoyment. The exposure you’ll receive by supporting
Mecha-Mayhem 2007 will put your products squarely in the minds of these valued consumer demographics.

The CRCA needs you to help it achieve its goals. We can’t do it without the generosity of sponsors, and our
competitors and audiences deserve the best exhibitions of this exhilarating spectacle. You, as a valued supporter of
Mecha-Mayhem 2007, will receive the publicity and image enhancement that a partnership with such a cutting-edge
entertainment and educational display can offer. The information included in this sponsorship kit will help you discover
how the CRCA can offer you this, and help establish a dynamic relationship that will grow your company and the
exciting world of competitive robotics for years to come.

We at the CRCA look forward to personally discussing with you how you can become a part of this amazing opportunity.
Please call me at (847) 772-3213 or e-mail me at sponsors@thecrca.org.

Sincerely,

Brian Schwartz
Founder, Chicago Robotic Combat Association
Website:
www.thecrca.org

E-mail:
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Phone:
(847) 772-3213

About the CRCA and its Partners

The CRCA was founded by Brian Schwartz and Dave Miller in 2005, and has been assisting in
running robotic combat events both locally and regionally, including the Twin Cities Mechwars in
Minnesota for the past three years. The founder of the CRCA, Brian Schwartz, has been deeply
involved in robotic competitions for more than eight years, including two years of BattleBot
competitions. He has advised robotics construction at Glenbrook North High School in the Chicago
suburbs, assisted in the production of Mechwars 8, 9, and 10, and holds a BS in Mechanical Engineering from the
Milwaukee School of Engineering. Dave Miller, the CRCA’s cofounder, has competed for the past three years in
robotics competitions, is a machinist technology and CAD/CAM instructor, and has assisted running and organizing
events such as Mechwars in the past several years.
The CRCA is collaborating with the
Hobby Manufacturers Association’s
iHobby Expo to bring Mecha-Mayhem
2007 to the Chicago area. The iHobby
Expo is the international showcase for the newest electronic hobbyist
technology, models, and valued miniature collectables. In doing so, MechaMayhem 2007 will be seen by thousands of spectators at the 840,000
square-foot Donald E. Stephens Convention Center in Rosemont, Illinois.
Running this year from October 18–21, the HMA’s iHobby Expo is now in its
23rd year, with a projected attendance of more than 20,000 for 2007.
This four-day trade show and publicly accessible event will be covered by major news sources in television, radio, and
newspapers. With the iHobby Expo’s status as the largest event of its kind in the world, media outlets such as NBC,
ABC, CBS, WGN, The Chicago Tribune, and Chicago Sun-Times will be in attendance to report on the Expo—and
Mecha-Mayhem 2007!
The CRCA is also partnering with Synergy Robotics Entertainment, created by Charles Arnold and
Deb Holmes to support and promote robotic combat events. Arnold and Holmes are well-known
as event organizers for the Robot Fighting League, which sanctions and standardizes robotic
competition internationally. Together, they have overseen the RFL’s 2006 National robotics
competition and Triangle Nationals in 2003, as well as the BattleBots Rochester Robot Rampage
in 2005, and the NPC Charity Open in 2004. They also ran robot combat demos at the International Manufacturing
Technology Show held at Chicago’s McCormick Place in 2006.

Alongside the CRCA, the Chicago Area Robotics Group (ChiBots) will be running their Chibotica
autonomous robotics problem-solving competition. At this annual event, dozens of the brightest
amateur and pro robotics engineers will compete in “thinking robot” challenges—escaping mazes,
robot combat sumo, and other complex tasks—showing yet another dimension of this thrilling pursuit.
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Sponsorship Benefits and Packages

Becoming a sponsor of the CRCA’s Mecha-Mayhem 2007 has many upsides, but several aspects shine
brightest for our corporate supporters:
Exposure and recognition, both to an untapped consumer base and to local, national, and international audiences.
With T-shirts, signage, banners, and other branding media, your company will become part of the Mecha-Mayhem
2007 phenomenon. Your company’s logo and identity will be shown on our advertising, as well as news images and
TV coverage of the event—a marketing benefit that far exceeds the cost of even the highest level of sponsorship.
When you sponsor a CRCA event, it helps promote and legitimize competitive robotics and technology-based
competitions. This will help draw eager young minds to the sport and encourage them to continue their academic
pursuits. It provides them with role models other than distant professional athletes, and inspires their interest in
careers in the sciences, engineering, and technology.
Even more importantly, your sponsorship donation allows competitors of all ages, engineers, and inventors to
pursue their passion for this exciting activity. Participation in robotics competition costs much more than most sports:
Competitors design, build, and perfect their robots constantly, often pouring hundreds of hours and thousands of
dollars worth of resources into each event. They also pay for their own travel, and must repair or rebuild their
creations after each competition. Your generosity will allow us to provide prizes and funding for our competitors, and
to help promote the sport among novices and students eager to join their heroes as robot engineers themselves!
Robotic competitions, especially the dynamic combat events, have been covered around the world. Many news
agencies, networks, and publications report on these events, which provides fantastic exposure for your company.
But even more, you’ll be helping grow an amazing opportunity for social and educational development among the
fans and enthusiasts of competitive robotics.
There are many ways to become involved in sponsoring the CRCA. All levels include considerable presence in MechaMayhem 2007’s promotional materials, from highly visible signs, online advertising, sponsorship announcements
during the event, and media information releases. The higher-level packages, Gold and Titanium, are targeted
towards corporate sponsors and their marketing objectives, but we are more than amenable to customizing our
packages to meet your needs.

Titanium Sponsor--Over $ 10,000 donation

Exclusive demo area for your company, products, and promotional materials; 10’ by 20’ based on availability, but
larger areas can be negotiated for more generous sponsorship
Advertising space in the most prominent areas (upper and central) of both the large (20’ by 40’ by 15’ high) and
small (8’ by 8’ by 7’ high) arenas (one- and three-pound robots compete in the small combat arena, and 12- to
340-pound robots battle it out in the large arena)
Mention as a vital sponsor (“We wouldn’t have been able to hold this event if not for [your company]”) in all press
releases and media information materials
Prominent public mention as a vital sponsor in all media interviews given by event organizers
Your logo and branding on the iHobby convention entrance and convention center signage (if approved by iHobby
Expo organizers and the HMA)
Possible sponsorship decals on competing teams’ robots (on the largest robots available; incentive paid out of
sponsorship amount to volunteer teams)
Join in the fun! Titanium-level sponsors get the option of taking turns running the arena hazards in our combat
areas—these powerful pneumatic “Robot Pulverizers” can smash a steel robot weighing hundreds of pounds, and
you get to press the button!
Prominent stand-alone signage with your logo throughout event area
Priority photo opportunities with builders, robots, and your VIPs/products
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Titanium Sponsor benefits, Continued

Sponsorship mentions in PA announcements at opening of event, at each break in competition, at each resumption
of competition, at the end of each day, and at the trophy ceremony
Three (or more—one per $5,000 value of donation) “Brought to you by [your company]” robot weight-class sponsorship
PA announcements, and one individual match sponsorship PA announcement (“This match brought to you by
[your company]”) per $1,000 value of donation
Free access to iHobby Expo (two free tickets per $500 value of donation)
Most prominent display of your logo on official event T-shirts and merchandise
Most prominent display of your logo and sponsorship level on official CRCA Website
Your advertising materials and brochures available throughout the robotics combat event area
Prominent mention of sponsorship in official event PDF brochure (and print version if funding permits production)

Gold Spons or--$ 5,00 0-$10,000 donation

Exclusive demo area for your company, products, and promotional materials; 10’ by 10’ area based on availability
Advertising space in upper areas of the large (20’ by 40’ by 15’ high) arena (12- to 340-pound robots battle it
out in the large arena)
Prominent public mention as a sponsor in media interviews given by event organizers
Possible sponsorship decals on competitors’ robots (incentive paid out of sponsorship amount to volunteer
teams)
Prominent stand-alone signage with your logo throughout event area
Photo opportunities with builders, robots, and your VIPs/products
One or two (one per $5,000 value of donation) “Brought to you by [your company]” robot weight-class
sponsorship PA announcements per day, and one individual match sponsorship PA announcement (“This
match brought to you by [your company]”) per $1,000 value of donation
Free access to iHobby Expo (two free tickets per $500 value of donation)
Display of your logo on official event T-shirts and merchandise
Display of your logo and sponsorship level on official CRCA Website
Your advertising materials and brochures available throughout the robotics combat event area
Mention of sponsorship in official event PDF brochure (and print version if funding permits production)

Steel Sponsor--$500-$5,00 0 donation

Advertising space on the small (8’ by 8’ by 7’ high) arena (one- and three-pound robots compete in the small
combat arena) and possibly large (20’ by 40’ by 15’ high) arena—if space permits—for donations over $3,500
(12- to 340-pound robots battle it out in the large arena)
One individual match sponsorship PA announcement (“This match brought to you by [your company]”) per
$1,000 value of donation
Free access to iHobby Expo (two free tickets per $500 value of donation)
Display of your logo and sponsorship level on official CRCA Website
Your advertising materials and brochures available throughout the robotics combat event area
Mention of sponsorship in official event PDF brochure

Priz e Level Sponsor--For sponsors who
provide prizes for competition winners

Sponsorship benefits equal to Steel Sponsorship level, although consideration for higher-level sponsorship
benefits will be given for exceptional or high value prizes, at the discretion and negotiation with CRCA event
organizers.
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